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The Mortgage Game—You Lose!
(posted by Steven W. Baker / SteveB, Jan. 31, 2012)
Interest rates at record lows? You don’t get no stinkin’ financing!
This is how our government serves the people…by allowing (hell, expediting!) their homes to be taken by corrupt,
predatory lenders:
“Freddie Mac Bets Against American Homeowners” by Jesse Eisinger, ProPublica, and Chris Arnold, NPR News
Jan. 30, 2012, (http://www.propublica.org/article/freddy-mac-mortgage-eisinger-arnold)
Freddie Mac, the taxpayer-owned mortgage giant, has placed multibillion-dollar bets that pay off if homeowners
stay trapped in expensive mortgages with interest rates well above current rates.
Freddie began increasing these bets dramatically in late 2010, the same time that the company was making it
harder for homeowners to get out of such high-interest mortgages.
No evidence has emerged that these decisions were coordinated. The company is a key gatekeeper for home loans
but says its traders are “walled off” from the officials who have restricted homeowners from taking advantage of
historically low interest rates by imposing higher fees and new rules.
Freddie’s charter calls for the company to make home loans more accessible. Its chief executive, Charles Haldeman
Jr., recently told Congress that his company is “helping financially strapped families reduce their mortgage costs
through refinancing their mortgages.”
But the trades, uncovered for the first time in an investigation by ProPublica and NPR, give Freddie a powerful
incentive to do the opposite, highlighting a conflict of interest at the heart of the company. In addition to being an
instrument of government policy dedicated to making home loans more accessible, Freddie also has giant
investment portfolios and could lose substantial amounts of money if too many borrowers refinance.
“We were actually shocked they did this,” says Scott Simon, who as the head of the giant bond fund PIMCO’s
mortgage-backed securities team is one of the world’s biggest mortgage bond traders. “It seemed so out of line
with their mission.”
The trades “put them squarely against the homeowner,” he says.

Those homeowners have a lot at stake, too. Many of them could cut their interest payments by thousands of dollars
a year.
Freddie Mac, along with its cousin Fannie Mae, was bailed out in 2008 and is now owned by taxpayers. The
companies play a pivotal role in the mortgage business because they insure most home loans in the United States,
making banks likelier to lend. The companies’ rules determine whether homeowners can get loans and on what
terms.
The Federal Housing Finance Agency effectively serves as Freddie’s board of directors and is ultimately responsible
for Freddie’s decisions. It is run by acting director Edward DeMarco, who cannot be fired by the president except in
extraordinary circumstances.
Freddie and the FHFA repeatedly declined to comment on the specific transactions.
Freddie’s moves to limit refinancing affect not only individual homeowners but the entire economy. An expansive
refinancing program could help millions of homeowners, some economists say. Such an effort would “help the
economy and put tens of billions of dollars back in consumers’ pockets, the equivalent of a very long-term tax cut,”
says real-estate economist Christopher Mayer of the Columbia Business School. “It also is likely to reduce
foreclosures and benefit the U.S. government” because Freddie and Fannie, which guarantee most mortgages in the
country, would have lower losses over the long run.
Freddie Mac’s trades, while perfectly legal, came during a period when the company was supposed to be reducing
its investment portfolio, according to the terms of its government takeover agreement. But these trades escalate
the risk of its portfolio, because the securities Freddie has purchased are volatile and hard to sell, mortgage
securities experts say.
The financial crisis in 2008 was made worse when Wall Street traders made bets against their customers and the
American public. Now, some see similar behavior, only this time by traders at a government-owned company who
are using leverage, which increases the potential profits but also the risk of big losses, and other Wall Street
stratagems. “More than three years into the government takeover, we have Freddie Mac pursuing highly levered,
complicated transactions seemingly with the purpose of trading against homeowners,” says Mayer. “These are the
kinds of things that got us into trouble in the first place.”
'We’re in financial jail'
Freddie Mac is betting against, among others, Jay and Bonnie Silverstein. The Silversteins live in an unfinished
development of cul-de-sacs and yellow stucco houses about 20 miles north of Philadelphia, in a house decorated
with Bonnie’s orchids and their Rose Bowl parade pin collection. The developer went bankrupt, leaving orange
plastic construction fencing around some empty lots. The community clubhouse isn’t complete.
The Silversteins have a 30-year fixed mortgage with an interest rate of 6.875 percent, much higher than the going
rate of less than 4 percent. They have borrowed from family members and are living paycheck to paycheck. If they
could refinance, they would save about $500 a month. He says the extra money would help them pay back some of
their family members and visit their grandchildren more often.
But brokers have told the Silversteins that they cannot refinance, thanks to a Freddie Mac rule.
The Silversteins used to live in a larger house 15 minutes from their current place, in a more upscale development.
They had always planned to downsize as they approached retirement. In 2005, they made the mistake of buying
their new house before selling the larger one. As the housing market plummeted, they couldn’t sell their old house,
so they carried two mortgages for 2½ years, wiping out their savings and 401(k). “It just drained us,” Jay
Silverstein says.

Finally, they were advised to try a short sale, in which the house is sold for less than the value of the underlying
mortgage. They stopped making payments on the big house for it to go through. The sale was finally completed in
2009.
Such debacles hurt a borrower’s credit rating. But Bonnie has a solid job at a doctor’s office, and Jay has a pension
from working for more than two decades for Johnson & Johnson. They say they haven’t missed a payment on their
current mortgage.
But the Silversteins haven't been able to get their refi. Freddie Mac won’t insure a new loan for people who had a
short sale in the last two to four years, depending on their financial condition. While the company’s previous rules
prohibited some short sales, in October 2010 the company changed its criteria to include all short sales. It is unclear
whether the Silverstein mortgage would have been barred from a short sale under the previous Freddie rules.
Short-term, Freddie’s trades benefit from the high-interest mortgage in which the Silversteins are trapped. But in
the long run, Freddie could benefit if the Silversteins refinanced to a more affordable loan. Freddie guarantees the
Silversteins' mortgage, so if the couple defaults, Freddie — and the taxpayers who own the company — are on the
hook. Getting the Silversteins into a more affordable mortgage would make a default less likely.
If millions of homeowners like the Silversteins default, the economy would be harmed. But if they switch to loans
with lower interest rates, they would have more money to spend, which could boost the economy.
“We’re in financial jail,” says Jay, “and we’ve never been there before.”
How Freddie's investments work
Here's how Freddie Mac’s trades profit from the Silversteins staying in “financial jail.” The couple’s mortgage is
sitting in a big pile of other mortgages, most of which are also guaranteed by Freddie and have high interest rates.
Those mortgages underpin securities that get divided into two basic categories.
One portion is backed mainly by principal, pays a low return, and was sold to investors who wanted a safe place to
park their money. The other part, the inverse floater, is backed mainly by the interest payments on the mortgages,
such as the high rate that the Silversteins pay. So this portion of the security can pay a much higher return, and
this is what Freddie retained.
In 2010 and '11, Freddie purchased $3.4 billion worth of inverse floater portions — their value based mostly on
interest payments on $19.5 billion in mortgage-backed securities, according to prospectuses for the deals. They
covered tens of thousands of homeowners. Most of the mortgages backing these transactions have high rates of
about 6.5 percent to 7 percent, according to the deal documents.
Between late 2010 and early 2011, Freddie Mac’s purchases of inverse floater securities rose dramatically. Freddie
purchased inverse floater portions of 29 deals in 2010 and 2011, with 26 bought between October 2010 and April
2011. That compares with seven for all of 2009 and five in 2008.
In these transactions, Freddie has sold off most of the principal, but it hasn’t reduced its risk.
First, if borrowers default, Freddie pays the entire value of the mortgages underpinning the securities, because it
insures the loans.
It’s also a big problem if people like the Silversteins refinance their mortgages. That’s because a refi is a new loan;
the borrower pays off the first loan early, stopping the interest payments. Since the security Freddie owns is backed
mainly by those interest payments, Freddie loses.
And these inverse floaters burden Freddie with entirely new risks. With these deals, Freddie has taken mortgagebacked securities that are easy to sell and traded them for ones that are harder and possibly more expensive to
offload, according to mortgage market experts.

The inverse floaters carry another risk. Freddie gets paid the difference between the high mortgages rates, such as
the Silversteins are paying, and a key global interest rate that right now is very low. If that rate rises, Freddie's
profits will fall.
It is unclear what kinds of hedging, if any, Freddie has done to offset its risks.
At the end of 2011, Freddie’s portfolio of mortgages was just over $663 billion, down more than 6 percent from the
previous year. But that $43 billion drop in the portfolio overstates the risk reduction, because the company retained
risk through the inverse floaters. The company is well below the cap of $729 billion required by its government
takeover agreement.
How Freddie tightened credit
Restricting credit for people who have done short sales isn’t the only way that Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae have
tightened their lending criteria in the wake of the financial crisis, making it harder for borrowers to get housing
loans.
Some tightening is justified because, in the years leading up to the financial crisis, Freddie and Fannie were too
willing to insure mortgages taken out by people who couldn’t afford them.
In a statement, Freddie contends it is “actively supporting efforts for borrowers to realize the benefits of refinancing
their mortgages to lower rates.”
The company said in a statement: “During the first three quarters of 2011, we refinanced more than $170 billion in
mortgages, helping nearly 835,000 borrowers save an average of $2,500 in interest payments during the next
year.” As part of that effort, the company is participating in an Obama administration plan, called the Home
Affordable Refinance Program, or HARP. But critics say HARP could be reaching millions more people if Fannie and
Freddie implemented the program more effectively.
Indeed, just as it was escalating its inverse floater deals, it was also introducing new fees on borrowers, including
those wanting to refinance. During Thanksgiving week in 2010, Freddie quietly announced that it was raising
charges, called post-settlement delivery fees.
In a recent white paper on remedies for the stalled housing market, the Federal Reserve criticized Fannie and
Freddie for the fees they have charged for refinancing. Such fees are “another possible reason for low rates of
refinancing” and are “difficult to justify,” the Fed wrote.
A former Freddie employee, who spoke on condition he not be named, was even blunter: “Generally, it makes no
sense whatsoever” for Freddie “to restrict refinancing” from expensive loans to ones borrowers can more easily pay,
since the company remains on the hook if homeowners default.
In November, the FHFA announced that Fannie and Freddie were eliminating or reducing some fees. The Fed,
however, said that “more might be done.”
The regulator as owner
The trades raise questions about the FHFA’s oversight of Fannie and Freddie. But the FHFA is not just a regulator.
With the two companies in government conservatorship, the FHFA now plays the role of their board of directors and
shareholders, responsible for the companies’ major decisions.
Under acting director DeMarco, the FHFA has emphasized that its main goal is to limit taxpayer losses by managing
the two companies’ giant investment portfolios to make profits. To cover their previous losses and ongoing
operations, Fannie and Freddie already had received $169 billion from taxpayers through the third quarter of last
year.

The FHFA has frustrated the administration because the agency has made preserving the value of the companies’
investment portfolios a priority over helping homeowners in expensive mortgages. In 2010, President Barack
Obama nominated a permanent replacement for acting director DeMarco, but Republicans in Congress blocked him.
Obama has not nominated anyone else to replace DeMarco.
Even though Freddie is a ward of the state, top executives are highly compensated. Peter Federico, who's in charge
of the company’s investment portfolio, made $2.5 million in 2010, and he had target compensation of $2.6 million
for last year, when most of these leveraged investments were made.
One of Federico’s responsibilities — tied to his bonuses — is to “support and provide liquidity and stability in the
mortgage market,” according to Freddie’s annual filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Mortgage
experts contend that the inverse floater trades don’t further that goal.
ProPublica and NPR made numerous attempts to reach Federico. A woman who answered his home phone said he
declined to comment.
The FHFA knew about the trades before ProPublica and NPR approached the regulatory agency about them,
according to an FHFA official. The FHFA has the power to approve and disapprove trades, though it doesn’t involve
itself in day-to-day decisions. The official declined to comment on whether the FHFA knew about them as Freddie
was conducting them or whether the FHFA had explicitly approved them.
(Liz Day of ProPublica contributed to this story.)
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Fw: MoveOn Petition: Stop Florida Governor’s Privatization Scheme!
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SteveB

from MoveOn:
Some Florida legislators are rushing full steam ahead to enact legislation, specifically SB 2036 and SB 2038, that
would privatize governmental services and agencies without public input. They are trying to pass these bills as
early as this week.
This scheme starts with immediate plans to privatize 29 prisons in 18 counties in south and central Florida with no
exit strategy should things go wrong. No other state in our nation has given contracts to private prisons at even
close to this level.
The bills would squander taxpayer money to reward political donors and drive up unemployment. And as a
corrections officer I can say with first-hand knowledge that privatization will undermine public safety.

Did you know that private prisons do not chase escaped inmates past the perimeter like the public prisons do,
which means more escaped prisoners in our communities? And private prison corporations have often failed to live
up to legal requirements in the past. This bill will just make the problem worse.
That's why I created a petition to the Florida State House and Senate and Governor Rick Scott on SignOn.org, which
says:
I oppose SB 2036 and SB 2038, bills being pushed by corporate lobbyists to privatize governmental services
and agencies without public input. These bills will compromise public safety, cause unemployment, and hurt
communities and small businesses across Florida.
Will you sign the petition? Click here to add your name, and then pass it along to your friends:
http://www.moveon.org/r?r=269884&id=35232-20195165-j%3DILhix&t=2.
Thanks! –Christina Bullins
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“ALEC’s Latest Actions”

The battle rages at the state level…
“ALEC’s Latest Actions” by Ben Adler, The Nation / Nation of Change
Jan. 30, 2012, (http://www.nationofchange.org/alec-s-latest-actions-1327933925)
The American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), a conservative organization that has been leading recent
coordinated attempts to move state laws rightward, has some busy minions in the New Hampshire state legislature.
In the past week they introduced seven pieces of ALEC’s model legislation.
These include bills that are plainly counter-productive, such as the “Eliminating Support Services for Newborn
Children” Act. According to Granite Progress “This legislation would eliminate support services for newborn children
whose parents are utilizing TANF (Temporary Assistance to Needy Families).” How that will break the cycle of the
poverty or give the disadvantaged children of poor people a more fair shot at becoming productive citizens is
unclear.
Some of the other proposals are just doctrinaire right wing ideology, such as instituting a tax credit to divert money
from public education to private school vouchers.
The farthest-reaching proposal would impede the people of New Hampshire from tossing out the Republican
legislative majority that is trying to impose this agenda. That’s a bill to require voters to present photo identification
at the polling place. Such laws are designed to combat a non-existent problem of in-person voter impersonation.
But they are very effective at disenfranchising poor people, young people and people of color. In other words, it’s a
partisan scheme to stop Democrats from voting.
It’s similar to the South Carolina law that the Department of Justice denied pre-clearance under the Voting Rights
Act. New Hampshire is not subject to pre-clearance under the VRA. But New Hampshire is a key swing state. In
2000 Al Gore would have won if he had carried it.
Meanwhile ALEC is pumping out reports to justify its agenda, and ignoring the contradictions between the facts and
their preconceived notions. On Tuesday ALEC released a “Report Card on American Education.” In ranking the 50
states and Washington, D.C. some interesting trends emerge. Blue states tend to outperform red states. Based on
standardized test scores these are five states: Massachusetts, Vermont, New Jersey, Colorado, and Pennsylvania.
Numbers 47-51: Missouri, Mississippi, Louisiana, South Carolina, and West Virginia.

The other funny thing about ALEC’s education report card is that they grade each state on whether they’ve adopted
ALEC’s education reform agenda but are unconcerned with how their reforms affect outcomes. Some of the states
with the highest marks for reform with rank in the bottom half on their performance, such as Missouri, California
and Arizona.
I emailed ALEC and asked whether this demonstrates that their reform agenda is not necessarily the right solution
for every state, but they did not respond.
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From the Right: Fw: GOP Establishment vs. Tea Party Conservatives

from “Mondays with Tony Lee” by Tony Lee, Daily Events / Human Events
Jan. 30, 2012, (http://www.humanevents.com/)
In a Facebook post this weekend, former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin defined the GOP primary as not a battle
between Newt Gingrich and Mitt Romney, but one between “the GOP establishment vs. the Tea Party
grassroots and independent Americans who are sick of the politics of personal destruction used now
by both parties' operatives with a complicit media egging it on.”
She acknowledged that Gingrich was far from a perfect vessel for the Tea Party movement, but called the tactics
the establishment used against him the last week as nothing short of Stalin and Alinsky-esque.
She made the point that the GOP establishment was fiercer in their attacks against Gingrich than they were against
President Barack Obama and rightfully asked who the GOP establishment is running against.
Sadly, since 1976, it seems as if the GOP establishment, by their actions and words, find the most glee in running
against bold (not pale pastel) conservatives.
If Gingrich has any chance of remaining viable after Florida, he will frame the race as a struggle between the
establishment and the Republican base. Because Gingrich, as Palin noted, is far from a perfect anti-establishment
vessel, he will not fare as well as someone who could be a better vessel.
This primary cycle, if for no other reason, is important because it gives a preview of what is on the horizon. The
GOP establishment may get the win this cycle, but the win will not be clean. And it will embolden grassroots
conservatives, many of whom have not yet to begun to fight, going forward.
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Boomers Failed

Found the following posted by Kate Danley on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/?ref=home#!/photo.php?fbid=288504314511847&set=a.147188291976784.22926.146
979968664283&type=1&theater.
What They did not want you to ever find out is that your generation, the generation born between 19801995, actually outnumbers the Baby Boomers. They knew that if you ever turned your eye towards political
reform, you could change the world.
They tried to keep you sated on vapid television shows and vapid music. They cut off your education and
fed you brain candy. They took away your music and gave you Top Ten pop stations. They cut off your art
and replaced it with endless reality shows for you to plug into, hoping you would sit quietly by as They ran
the world. I think They thought you were too dumb to notice.
Indeed, I thought They had won.

But I watched you occupy the capital of Wisconsin. I see you today as you occupy Wall Street. And I see a
spark, a glimmer of the glorious new age that is yours. A changing of the guard, a guard that has stood for
entirely too long and needs your young legs to take his place.
I watch you turn away from what is easy and stand up for what is right. I see you understand we as a
society are only as strong as our weakest link. I see you wise beyond your years. And I am proud. Give ‘em
hell, kids. You are beautiful.
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Fw: Obama-Biden Petition: Ban Congressional Insider Trading!

from the Obama-Biden Campaign:
If you believe it should be illegal for congress to use insider trading information please sign and forward. If you
think it is OK for them to use insider trader information for their own personal investment, please delete.
Right now, members of Congress can make personal investment decisions based on confidential information they
get in the course of regulating industries and doing their work.
It's kind of unbelievable that this isn't already illegal. President Obama wants to make it illegal once and for all -- no
one should profit from inside information about the very businesses they're supposed to be regulating.
Today, the Democratic leadership in the Senate voted to move forward on a bill to extend to Congress the same
strict rules that apply to anyone else whose job gives them access to sensitive information about businesses. This
legislation is expected to pass the Senate with bipartisan support later this week.
But Republicans in the House have yet to move on it.
There aren't a lot of good reasons to disagree with this bill. So the question here isn't how many people we have to
persuade, but simply how loudly we can speak up to prevent the House Republicans from dodging this issue.
Say you support the President on banning insider trading in Congress:
http://my.barackobama.com/Ban-Insider-Trading-in-Congress
Thanks, and stay tuned, James Kvaal, National Policy Director, Obama for America
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—Friends of the Middle,
Steven W. Baker (SteveB), Editor/Moderator
You can subscribe to this free, no-obligation, daily Newsletter filled with lively, intelligent discussion centered on
politics and government, but ranging to anything members feel is important, interesting, or entertaining. To
subscribe, use the form on our website or blog, or simply reply to this email with “Yes” or “Start” in the Subject line,
then add our email address (below) to your Contacts or Safe list. To opt-out, reply with “No” or “Stop” in the
subject line.
Welcome to all our new members who may be here for the first time. We want to hear from YOU! To submit your
comment, you can use the form on our website or blog, or reply to this email with your two cents worth. Be sure to
sign with your desired user name.
Your email address will always be kept strictly confidential.
Feel free to forward this Newsletter to anyone you know on the Right or the Left, though your motives might be
different in each case. Regardless, PASS IT ON! Help keep your friends and acquaintances informed and thinking.
http://www.FriendsOfTheMiddle.org
FriendsOfTheMiddle@hotmail.com
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